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A8UNDANCE
A 8 U N D A N C E
KELSEY LEVITT
inspiration
first initial test of pattern idea- hand 
carved stamp made from moo-carve
process
generating tiling layout to create
repeat when stamping
generating overlap of 8 
ball repeat for stamping
second stamp idea hand 
carved from m00-carve
tools used to carve and 
roll ink onto the stamp
final pattern repeat used 
to stamp 
method used to transfer 
final pattern repeat onto 
moo-carve
final stamp used to make 
pattern out of moo-carve
process of stamping
“A8UNDANCE” was inspired by magic 8 balls and 
their never-ending response of uncertain 
answers.The interlocking 8 balls could
continue to repeat forever, creating an 
abundance of 8 balls. This reflects the many 
different ways a response from magic 8 balls 
can be taken. Some may view this pattern as going 
diagonally down, while others may view it as 
going diagonally up. The texture of hand 
block-printing contrasts the smooth
texture of 8 balls. The static-like quality of 
each stamping is to mimic the 40’s film that made 
magic 8 balls popular. This pattern is meant to 
be used as wallpaper in either a speakeasy or a 
game room.
